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(A) E\plain the working of 2 14 decoder $irh
neat diagam. 4

(ts1 What is multiplexs ? tixplain 4:l mulriplcxcr..

6

(C) Draw logic diagram of I :li demultiplerer

(P) Erpteh l;4 demultlplaxer with ncst logic
diagram. 6

(Q) What is decoder ? Exptain 3 :8 decoder with
logic diagram and truth table. 6
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1. (A) Draw truth table and exphin the working of
(i) EX-()R gate (ii) NAND gate. 6

(B) Perform the following conversions :

(i) (0'ti125)ur---+ ( ):

(ii) (123.812s)ro-...+( \o

(iii) (173.64)s 
- 

( )ro 6

OR

OR

(P) Explain with truth table :

(i) AND gate,

(ii) OR gate and

(iii) NOT gate.

.t

6
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(Q) Explain l's and 2's comflement method of
sub[action of binary numbers with example.

6

Oi,I'HER

2. (A) Give the classification of logic families. 4

G) Explain -
(0 Fan-in.

(ii) Fan-out.

(iii) Noise immunity.

(iY) Power dissipation

OR

(P) Explain construction and working of ECL
5

(Q) Explain tire working of TTL NAND gate. 6

EITHER

(B) Verity - A+ AB =A+ B using Boolean laws

(A) State Boolean commutative, Associatiye and
disributive laws. ,6

(C) Implement the following equation using logic

gates :

Y=eBe+eB+eC+eEC 4

(P) State and prove Demorgan's theorem, 6

(Q) Reduce tho following equation using k-map:

f(A, B, C, D)=E(0, r,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,t5)
6

4. (A) Explain the working of ha.lf adder circuit with
truth table. 4

(B) Explain the working of full adder and full
subtractor. 8

OR

(P) Explain the four bit parallel adder with
example, 6

(Q) Explain IC 74181 ALU with neat diagram.

OR

8

3

6
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